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9 Ways to tame the beast

DAILY SALES 
OUTSTANDING



WHAT IS DSO?

Daily Sales Outstanding is the number of days it takes for your organization to convert unpaid invoices to 

cash. The lower your DSOs, the better your working capital management.

WHY IS IT A BIG DEAL?

Well, because even a 5-10% reduction in DSOs frees up 40% Accounts receivable and reduces up to 70% 

Interest costs.

And here’s how it does:

Accounts receivable or AR is one of the biggest cash traps in a business. And these unpaid invoices mean a 

blocked working capital which could otherwise have been used to run the business. And to make up for 

which, you then borrow money from banks at an interest, which is again, an additional cost. Once your 

DSOs come down, you have less cash stuck in AR and less cash that you borrow and pay interest for. 

WHERE DO WE COME IN?

ACCURATE CREDIT RISK ASSESSMENT 

A tedious credit review process that 
makes it almost impossible for 
analysts to conduct a focused and 
accurate credit analysis.

Existing Challenges 

Wrongly estimated credit limits leading 
to an increase in high-risk customers, 
bad-debts and DSOs.

Replacing the existing manually driven credit 
assessment with a robust, electronic one, that lends 
accurate and exhaustive credit analysis for both 
existing and new customers. 

This would also mean eliminating human error and 
reducing the chances of taking on high-risk customers. 

The Solution 

We remove inefficiencies 

in your Accounts 

Receivable process.

We make it easy for your 

customers to make payments 

and offer them incentives for 

paying on time. 

We help you identify root 

causes behind high DSOs 

and track them across the 

organization.



INTEGRATING & AUTOMATING COLLECTIONS ACTIVITIES

Since the majority of follow-ups are 
tracked using excel sheets, teams 
spend hours making follow-up calls 
and payment reminders to clients. 

There is no clear way to set targets 
for or to measure the success of the 
collections team. 

Existing Challenges 

Adopting a single-platform solution that helps plan, 
schedule and track all AR and collections activities without 
the use of excel sheets.Integrating and making visible all 
customer AR details to everyone involved and automating 
reminders to be sent at different intervals. The platform to 
include KPIs such as Daily Sales Outstanding and Average 
Days to Pay. Reserving manual follow-ups for high priority 
accounts or ones with low credit scores. 

The Solution 

CATEGORIZING CUSTOMERS BASED ON RISK 

Following a ‘One Size Fits All’ 
approach to follow up on payments. 

Focusing on customers who’ll pay 
anyway, instead of the ones who 
delay payments.

Existing Challenges 

Using data from previous payments and credit bureaus 
to categorize customers as:

Minimal/ No risk: Customers who pay on time.

Low risk: Customers who need timely reminders but 
pay on time. 

High Risk: Customers who need constant reminders 
and hardly pay on time.

The Solution 

VISIBILITY OF COLLECTION METRICS ACROSS BOARD

Limited or no visibility of financial 
data and metrics relating to invoices, 
their payment status or disputes.
  
A lack of visibility of reconciliations.

Existing Challenges 

An integrated platform where all the data is visible across 
the organization is need of the hour.

Hence, organizations need to invest in fintech solutions 
powered by banking technology can solve for this problem.

The Solution 



FACILITATING COLLABORATION AMONG TEAMS

Despite worklists being created based 
on a lot of factors like ageing, credit 
and dispute management data, 
ineffective prioritization of AR items is 
one of the biggest challenges faced by 
the F&S teams who still end up 
looking at the due date on an invoice 
to make calls. This reduces the 
probability of taking the appropriate 
action right when it is needed. 
 
The process involves navigating 
through complex, disjointed 
processes and continuous follow-ups 
between two departments requiring 
extensive manual interventions, 
making room for human errors.

Existing Challenges 

Using a workflow automation solution that reflects 

priority order will reduce manual intervention by at 

least 40% and streamline coordination between 

different departments, speeding up collections in the 

process. 

A solution that will provide absolute visibility of ‘who to 

collect from and when’ to everyone involved, thereby 

reducing chances of miscommunication between 

departments.  

The Solution 

GIVING CUSTOMERS EASY ACCESS TO THEIR INVOICES

Most businesses use their ERPs to 
create invoices, which they then print 
and dispatch physically and the 
process has delays built right into the 
design. Since the invoicing and 
payment platforms are disconnected, 
there’s no tracking of invoice delivery 
or their payment status.

Dispute resolution is long and 
complicated and involves a lot of 
back and forth between both parties 
and their internal teams.Up to 20% 
of the finance team’s time is spent on 
having to send/resend invoices and 
account ledgers.  

Existing Challenges 

Creating a self-service portal for customers, which will 

enable them to retrieve their invoices and make 

payments using various options. 

Enable all parties to track invoices and their payment 

status using the portal. 

Closely linking the portal with the AR module and 

letting customers file disputes and make deductions 

using the portal. 

Enabling customers and their finance teams to 

download account ledgers for their accounting and 

tax purposes. 

The Solution 



SIMPLIFYING RECONCILIATION

Any delays, or human error in updating 
the status of a payment causing delays 
in the entire reconciliation process 
involving a lot of time-consuming 
communication b/w the F&S teams. 

Manual resolution of disputes & 
deductions that consumes a lot of time. 
And, Use of the company’s resources 
with a high dependency on individuals 
for reconciliation activities involving a 
lot of transactional work. 

Existing Challenges 

Adopting an automated workflow on a single platform will 

streamline the entire reconciliation process and provide 

clear visibility of all activities performed during the 

process.

The finance & sales teams getting a clearer visibility into 

receivables data. Aggregating related documents & 

updating information in the system will get simplified 

along with a reduction in the scope of errors made while 

transferring data into different systems. 

The Solution 

MAKING PAYMENTS EASY AND REWARDING

Most collections processes too static 
to offer real-time discounts on 
payments made. Businesses needing 
to invest in expensive certifications 
like PCI-DSS and build large scale 
integrations across their banks and 
ERPs to leverage the latest payment 
and credit products.

Existing Challenges 

Making it convenient for customers to pay, incentivizing 
early payments and being cognizant of their financial 
circumstances can help businesses speed up 
collections. The payment options offered to customers 
could look like:

Pay Early  |  Pay Now  |  Pay Later

The Solution 

MANAGING DISPUTES AND DEDUCTIONS

Customers cancelling the entire 
payment, on disputes over certain 
invoices. The challenge faced during 
reconciliation of an invoice with a 
deduction of a disputed sum.
 
Recurring disputes. Invalid deductions.

Existing Challenges 

An Automated dispute management system.

Seamless and fast communication around a dispute.

Using data-analytics to pin-point reasons behind 
recurring disputes.

The Solution 



THE NUMBERZ ADVANTAGE

DSOs are an inevitable part of a 
business. And let’s face it, 
slow-paying customers are a 
constant reality. But delayed 
payments shouldn’t come in the way 
of a business’s operations.

And at the end of the day, you don’t 
want lower DSOs to save money. 
You want them to free up critical 
resources and time that can be 
used for the more mission-critical 
business activities.

IN A NUTSHELL

Numberz offers you a best-in-class solution that gives you water-tight control over your Accounts 
Receivable function.  Our product can integrate seamlessly with your ERP system and can help you 
track invoices, drastically bring down Sales Outstanding figures and equip you with insights and 
data-trends that will help you take informed financial decisions.

It is a single platform powered by advanced banking solutions that streamlines your entire collections 
process and brings down your DSOs drastically. 

It promises you not just shorter collection periods, but better managed AR and an improved cash flow. 
And along come the collateral benefits of improved staff collaboration and reduced bad debts.

And the Numberz AR solution helps you do just that.

Statistics has it that companies who automate 

collections alone, see:

a 10-20% decrease in DSOs.

a 25% decrease in past due receivables

a 15-25% decrease in bad debt reserves and 

a Return On Investment (ROI) in as little as 2 months 
& no more than 6-9 months

Hard to believe? Well, here's proof.
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